
27 November- Meeting between Langtang Comittée and NGO,s  about the 
reconstruction.

Dear friends and well wishers, 
LMnRe committee is trying our best in every possibilities way to rebuild 
Langtang back. You all world family and different NGO, INGO, fund raisers, 
Association and organizations have contributed a lot to make the success of 
our work until today. We know it's big work to do to form village and livelihood
of Langtangpas back. We Langtangpas are never tried to thank you everyone
who has contributed individually, NGO, INGO, fund raisers and organizations.
We have no word because you people have such good heart and loving 
Langtangpas which gave hope and give energy to erase pain somehow in 
certain point. 
Well here is summary of our latest meeting we had. We will keep informing 
you about our further activities and work we are doing. Thank you and Tashi 
Delek. 

With best regards, Temba Lama, Chairman
Posted by Lhakpa Tamang Jangba, Secretary 
Communication board team LMnRe committee



Text by Soldarité Langtang

About the reconstruction: Approximately 200 Langtangpas got back into the valley in recent days. 
They plan to stay there until the arrival of the snow. Their goal is to prepare the reconstruction, 
like to clean up debris, recover what is possible, collect firewood for next spring, as well as stone 
and wood for reconstruction.
Those who can afford it (the richest where those who have good sponsors) have already started to 
rebuild their houses and lodges. Various ONG,s like OM Nepal association funded the purchase 
and transport by helicopter CGI sheet tin for the roofs of 116 houses. For our part we question the 
fairness of the aid delivered to Langtangpas by the Committee because they are systematically 
divided into 116 (number of families) while each family is different size (from 2 to 10 people) and 
especially that each has well different ways (the owner of an apartment in Kathmandu to the 
breeder who has even more ground to rebuild). We therefore wish to wait to use cash donations to 
identify when rebuilding those who most need help. We ensured that the basic needs of each 
Langtangpas are met both now and for the coming winter and obviously stay vigilant, through the 
Committee and Sandu and stand ready to provide funds at any time to help those who find 
themselves in a complicated situation too. 

The Technical Working Group continues to work to propose solutions for the reconstruction 
adapted to the situation of the villagers of Langtang. Sandu has been commissioned from the 
Committee to present the various solutions provided until now to the other villagers who are in the 
valley, so that everyone is informed and can give their opinion, which is presented as very positive.
Always in order to allow simple villagers involved in the process of reconstruction (and not always 

http://www.solidarite-langtang.com/blog/le-point-sur-la-situation-au-15-decembre-2015.html


the same most influential members and rich community that usually decide for all), Irina, who is an
architect, is considering moving to Kathmandu in February (as most of Langtangpas come to 
Kathmandu during school holidays), to develop and conduct workshops aimed at defining a clear 
agenda and terms of reconstruction. In this way it may inform the various possibilities to all who 
want and have a voice so that they can express their wishes.

From a global perspective, there is still much to do, especially for the poor, for inequalities that 
existed before the earthquake are rising and there is a large gap between the richer villagers 
(already preparing to reopen his country house with a good financial support abroad) and those 
who really have nothing and are not compatible with a foreign sponsor.
Yet there is progress, reconstruction is underway and although the situation remains extremely 
precarious, villagers are gradually recovering the moral and strength to go on. They join us to wish
everyone a warm vacation.


